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ln the new book, Hu
swer several questions: l-:,.,

current system of
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its capability be evaluated?

country push forward mode-- :=. -in that area? How does China's :.r=
stack up against other countries?
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The Modernization of Chinese National
Governance
Hu Angang

Mao created a country led by the Communist

Party of China and the National People's
Congress. Countries have different national
conditions so every country's political system is
unique and decided by its people Hu said.
He said that China's governing system is
remarkable for its capability to innovate and
reform itself under different circumstances, and

this self-reform mechanism enables Chinese
political structure to adapt faster to the changes
taking place both at home and abroad.

To test the quality of China's system of
rule, Hu examined a number of maior develop-

ment indicators from the years 2000 lo 2012
for China and the United States including GDP,
healthcare, social security and public security.
Through complicated evaluation and comparison, he found that China outperformed the
United States in several instances.
For example, World Bank data show that
China's GDP grew at an average annual rate of
1 1 .1 percent from 2000 to 2012, while that
of the United States grew at '1.8 percenL The
gap between the per-capita income of the U.S.
versus China shrank from 1 5 times to about five
tim'es. Through an analysis of the two countries'
debt-to-GDP ratio, Hu also found that China's
fiscal poliry is more sound and sustainable.
To gauge public order and security, Hu
inspected the two countries' homicide rates
published in the Human Development Reports
of the UN development Program. He found that
between 2OO4 and 2011, 4.2 homicides per
100,000 people were reported annually in the
http://www.bj review.com

United States, while 1.1 were reported in China.

Hu used medical insurance coverage to
represent a level of basic social security. He
found that the percentage of Chinese citizens
without basic medical instmnce dropped from
94.3 percent in 2001 to 1 percent in 2012,
whereas in the United Stateg the percentage
rosefrom 13.5 in 20O1 to15.4in2012.
ln terms of scientific and technological innovation, using data from the World lntellectual
Property Organization, Hu found that the number of patent applicatiors in China increased by
23.5 ,percent annually ftorn 2000 to 201 2, while
rising by just 5.2 percert h the United States.

Neveftheless, Hu admitted that China is
confronted with its own problems yet he is optimistic about finding

futre

solutions.

Persistent study
Hu said that he has been intrigued by the
numerous theories behind the creation of
national governing q7*rm for more than 20
years. ln May

1 993, Hu a-d Wang Shaoguang a
professor Wth the
University of Hong
Kong published their @ort on China's State

Chie

Capacity. In the book ttrey concluded that
state capacity is the n r<* inportant precondition for a country to dh,e industrialization
and modernization. Ttr,.6, to improve China's
state capacity was tr irprove the Central
Governmenfs ability b Erstr forward reform
and opening up. The;'triffi out the basic

re to frnd political and
q rrEdern society and

tasks of China's refu.m
fiscal qystems that s

the national condition.
Several years later, in 200O Hu, together

with Wang and well-known scholar Zhou
Jianming set up a national governing system
study group staffed by researchers in various
fields like economics, politics, sociology, international relations and public policy. The group
published a book on their findings in 2003, concluding that a countrys modernization includes
at least two aspects: economic modernization,
that is, the modernization of the agriculturg
industry, national defense and science and
technologr sectors and qystem modemization
whose purpose is to create institutions to ensure good governance and long-term stability.

ln2OO7, the group translated Governance
in China, a book published by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development in
2005. ln the preface of the Chinese version, Hu

wrote that a country's government is a special
type of public good, and the state is its main
providen qystem building requires not only politicalwill and goals, but also learning innovation
and the ability to execute these things.
These fields of siudy require a long time
commitment, and understanding them cannot
be accomplished overnight, Hu said, adding
that China should continue to study and explore goveming qystems so as to best senae the
people and the countrywith this kncuvledgg. r
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